
In t roduc t ion  o f  

  Band iV i t a  



Did you know there is a vitamin 
bracelet that feeds your body with 

microcurrent vitamins? 

BandiVita _ Vitamin Bracelet is the only product in the world that has been applied  

with the patent technology of GI Co., Ltd. 

BandiVita _ Vitamin Bracelet is a new wearable product that replenishes the natural  

lack of bioelectricity. 

It is a good product for office workers exhausted by fatigue and stress, for fatigued  

parents from parenting and house chores and for beloved couples’ bracelets. 



The Vitamin Bracelet  
with microcurrent. 

Proved by medical experts. 
 

BandiVita is a product developed to supply microcurrent to the wearing area 

at any time, making sure that the  microcurrent treatment methods don’t come  

with side effects while eliminating pain by utilizing microcurrent (bioelectricity), 

 which is unique to the human body as well as relieving pain. 

This is an electronic vitamin bracelet that is fed through the skin.  



Unisex 

[19mm] 

For women 

[13mm] 



Microcurrent is an electronic vitamin. 

If there is an abnormality in the tissues of the human body , the area has higher electrical 
resistance than the surrounding tissues, which prevents current from passing well.  
Thus, less current flows and less absolute current in the cells, resulting in inflammation, pain, 
local fever, swelling, redness, etc. and eventually, the tissue will shrink to protect itself. 
If muscles contract, blood flow decreases, oxygen and nutrients are reduced,  
and the waste in body accumulates.  
At this time, when supplying the microcurrent from the outside, the current volume increases  
and the electrical resistance of the tissues is reduced, and it returns to its healthy cells 
 by the sufficient oxygen and nutrients supplied. 
In other words, microcurrents are electronic vitamins and electronic analgesics. 

[Professor GilJeon,Kang of Chungnam  National University Hospital] 



What if microcurrent is supplied 
to our body? 

Increases ATP 
by 500% 

Increases cell 

membrane 

permeability by 40% 

Promotes the 
activity of  

T-lymphocytes. 

Promotes protein 
synthesis. 

Promotes 
DNA synthesis. 

+ +

+



ATP stands for Adenosine TriphosPhate and is the basic energy substance that drives 
life's energy. ATP acts as common energy for all living organisms to survive, 
from humans to animals to plants, fungi to bacteria. 
So ATP functions a number of important life phenomena , such as biological reactions 
that require energy, production of cellular components, muscle movements, 
signals of neurotransmission, etc.. 

Increase of 500% ATP  

Microcurrent Cell 



Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine 
by microcurrent. 

Since Dr. Bert Sakman and Dr. Erwin Neher won the Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine 
in 1991 for their study that the microcurrent flows into the human body and it plays an  
important role in cells activity, it has been used in many fields such as various treatment 
devices, devices and products. 

Dr. Bert Sakman 
Dr. Erwin Neher 



Microcurrent is used in various fields such as pain medicine, 
personal treatment equipment,beauty equipment, tooth decay therapy, etc.. 
In many companies and laboratories, active studies are being conducted. 

With the increased trend of various applications and business areas  
utilizing microcurrent, GI Co., Ltd. is a leader in the related fields. 

Microcurrent in our lives, 
closer than you think 

Shoes for 
Growing tall Diet Skin 

Beauty 
Dental caries 

Treatment 



What technology is used to manufacture it? 

BandiVita extracts microcurrent through a special method from an ore that has an 

electric particle. We have eco-friendly cell manufacturing technology, 

and we have 5 domestic patents related to it.  

By applying this technology to band products and wearing it, it acts as a supplement to 

microcurrent( bioelectricity) by flowing through microcurrent cells to the human body. 

No power, no charge, BandiVita microcurrent cell 



Tourmaline is a novel rock that reacts with ionic particles emitted from the sun  

and it emits a microcurrent of about 60µA. 

But we couldn’t use the microcurrent due to impossible extraction into the outside  

because natural tourmaline has random directions of the electric particles. 

We can't get electricity from a natural tourmaline because the directions of the crystals 
which are electrified are random. 
This is equivalent to that we can’t get the electricity if pouring batteries into the basket 
and measuring them outside the basket. 
But we can extract the electricity if rearranging the pure electric crystals with the same  
polarity in a line after grinding the tourmaline finely and filtering the impurities. 

Natürliche Turmalin Struktur 

Tourmalin Struktur nach der Verarbeitung 
Tourmalin Erz 



If the microcurrent can be extracted from tourmaline to compensate for the 
lack of biocurrent, it will be beneficial to people's health by not only relieving pain, 
but also treating and preventing diseases. Unfortunately, there are so many 
products around the world that use conventional tourmaline. In fact, 
there is not a single product in which the current is measured. 
However, we succeeded in extracting the current from tourmaline with new technology 
of GI Co.,Ltd. made in cell form applied to BandiVita and commercialized it. 

BANDIVITA manufacturing process is 
not Cast or Press, but a fine work to be manufactured  
by 100% handmade one by one 
 with whole aluminum  by CNC machines 

Shungite cell 
A powerful natural antioxidant, which has the 
function of increasing human immunity to numerous diseases. 

Microcurrent cell 
15-100 µA microcurrent emission, 
 no charging, or  no power needed. 

- cathode 

+ Anode 



BandiVita continues to evolve 

The BandiVita design has long been considered to suit different occasions,places,  
fashion/trends, and whereas being comfortable to wear, minimizing inconvenience. 
We considered a design that allows the body to be supplied with electronic vitamins just 
by wearing it. BandiVita is a bracelet-style product with a fine current cell applied by 
GI's patented technology BandiVita manufacturing process is not Cast or Press, 
but a fine work to be manufactured by 100% handmade one by one with whole aluminum  
 by CNC machines. 
Approximately 50 to 500 µA is emitted  semi-permanently without the need 
for charging or replacement.  
It is equipped with a microcurrent cell and Shungite chips cell with magnetic field.  



You can trust BandiVita 

We have five patents in Korea with microcurrent-related  



In addition, the measurement of microcurrent from the microcurrent cell of 
GI Co., Ltd., Korea Institute of Standards and Science. 

We received the test certificate and the Radiation Test Certificate of Radiation Dosage. 
KC certified by the Korean Institute of Clothing Testing and 

Confirmation of Supplier Conformity. 



Why choose a BandiVita bracelet? 



01 
No charging is required because microcurrent comes out semi-permanently “ 

“ 
Microcurrent is emitted semi-permanently without the need for charging or additional 

power connection by GI's patented technology to extract the current  by 

rearranging tourmaline particles. 



02 
Wraps on your wrist - The winding is comfortable to wear and soft and light 

The vitamin bracelet plate (cell housing) is made of non-toxic aluminum, 

and the band is made of  nano silver coated silicone for antibacterial and deodorization, 

a great fit and a light weight of 16.9oz. 



03 
BandiVita - Vitamin Bracelet is an electronic vitamin that is fed through the skin  

As mentioned earlier, the amount of current is increased by supplying microcurrent 
to the human body, the electrical resistance of the tissues that received the microcurrent  
is reduced, and oxygen and nutrients are supplied to healthy cells. 
In other words, microcurrent is an electronic vitamin and an electronic analgesic.  



04 
You can always charge yourself with electronic vitamins at a reasonable price 

You can get your own BandiVita for fashion and health at a reasonable price! 
GI Co., Ltd. acquired the world's first microcurrent cell manufacturing technology using 
natural minerals and commercialized it so that we can offer everyone the chance to 
leave a healthy life without pain.  



Give a BandiVita,  
the vitamin bracelet  as a gift! 

Give it to your loved ones, friends, colleagues, or to yourself,  

what can be better than gifting a trendy healthy item?  



 It is time to charge yourself with electronic vitamin. 

The body is prone to weakness and 
it is exposed to numerous pains due to 
a weakened body from excessive work, 

household chores, stress, etc.. 



Thank You 
f o r  r e a d i n g  t h r o u g h .  

C O N TA C T  U S  

E-mai l  :  in fo@best-serv ice24.de 

V I S I T  U S  

www.Lunavi t .com 


